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Here we let you in one the secret of our games -- that like conversations, our games are pretty 

direct communications from one mind to another.  

This means you don't have to worry that our games will be too highbrow -- or too trivial -- to 

hold your attention. Anyone from a child to a PhD in astrophysics can play our games: like a 

conversation between friends, a HipBone game quickly finds its own level.  

 

Your own mind is what you bring to the HipBone Games: your thoughts are the "pieces", the 

"cards" you play with. Whatever you know, think, or can guess or remember, whatever you can 

jot down, thumbnail sketch, whistle or quote is what you bring to the game, what you play the 

game with. We just supply the rules and the board.  

The result is that a HipBone Game is like a conversation: it finds its own level.  

And whether you are book-learned, experience-rich or streetwise, a visual person or someone 

with a knack for mathematics, funny or deadpan or serious, a lawyer or an artist, a geek or a jock 

or whatever, intuitive, spontaneous, considered or cautious, prone to telling tall tales, or precise 

as only a scholar can be -- it doesn't matter. The game will take on the form of your own mind, 

interacting with the minds of those you play with. […] 

Because that's the heart of it: your thinking style -- yours, and nobody else's. And that's why 

we're reluctant to include more than a couple of "sample" games on our website: we don't want 

you to think your moves should be like the ones in other people's games.  

In the HipBone Games -- whether you play them competitively or cooperatively, and both are 

possible -- your own mind is your only weapon. Your only gift.  

Trust it.  
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The HipBone Rules (Charles Cameron): 

The HipBone rules are simple, but there are various styles of play, so we'll describe the basic 

competitive game first, and comment on the variants afterwards.  

HipBone Rules for Competitive Play: 

Two players play a game by each naming an idea in turn to one of the ten positions on the board. 

Ideas can be placed in any unoccupied position on the board.  

Ideas can take the form of text, sound, or image: a quote, an equation, a musical theme, a 

video clip, or a photo or graphic are all acceptable. Essentially, a move can be made out of 

anything in the three worlds... so long as it can be named.  

Players score by claiming links between the idea in their own move and the ideas already in play 

in those positions on the board connected to it by the lines of the board in question. A link can 

be any form of association - similarity, opposition, cause-and-effect, metaphor. Fanciful 

links may be made and enjoyed - or hotly contested.  

The idea placed in the first move cannot score, since there is no other idea on the board for it to 

link with. The idea placed in the second move cannot score either, to keep the playing field even. 

Thus each player gets to make five moves on a ten position board, of which only four are scoring 

moves.  

Mock-Competitive Play: 

In mock-competitive games, both players attempt to score, but emphasize the enjoyment of play 

more than winning. Disputed moves may add piquancy to the game, and it's no problem if 

players forget to keep score during the course of play.  

Collaborative Play: 

Collaborative games are usually played with either aesthetic or meditative intent. A score 

can still be kept, but it is far from necessary - the purpose of the game being to come up 

with the most interesting, curious, eccentric, far fetched, elaborate, imaginative, beautiful, 

or insightful and profound links. The HipBone games can also be played solo, again usually 

with aesthetic or meditative intent.  

Note:  

Those are the basic rules. But links can become boring if they are too obvious - e.g. linking any 

and all people by virtue of the fact that they are all humans - so they need to attain a level of 

interest appropriate to the players: what works for 10 year olds won't work for PhDs, and so 

forth. Our motto is "Suit yourself".  
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From: Welcome to the Hip Bone Games  http://home.earthlink.net/~hipbone/index.html 

My Glass Bead Game 
 

 

___________________________ 
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Play 1  #1  purple 

Play 2  #7  Prince (Rock celebrity who wears purple) 

Play 3 #3  royalty (word prince belongs to “royal” Prince known as “His Purple Majesty 

AND Purple was the color of royalty in medieval Europe) (2 points) 

Play 4   #5  money (Prince makes money on “royalties” from his songs) (2 points?) 

Play 5 #9  Cinderella (Cinderella from a once rich family marries a prince and becomes 

royalty) (3 points ?) 

Play 6 #6  slipper (Cinderella loses a slipper and the Prince finds it fits her on his search) 

(2 points) 

Play 7  #2  Royal purple slipper orchid from Peru (connects #1, #3, #6) (3 points) 

Play 8 #8  The Color Purple is story like Cinderella,  has the “color purple” in title, made 

Walker a lot of money through book and movie royalties) (4 points?) 

Play 9 #10 glass (Prince has a new song “The Glass Cutter”; Cinderella’s slipper was 

made of glass) (3 points) 

Play 10 #4 flower (orchid is a flower; there is a Cinderella flower; “The Color Purple 

refers to a flower: Celie says God's gift can sometimes be overlooked -- like his 
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sneaking a purple flower in an otherwise blandly colored field…”; Cinderella’s 

slipper could be called a ”lady slipper” (4 points?) 


